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One winner from every state will represent her state at MWA/MTWA 2019 final, so we
will have 50 MWA and 50 MTWA finalists.
THe finalists will be brought to the host city for 3 days for preliminary competition and
challenges, promotional events, appearances, etc concluding with the final MWA/MTWA
event and award ceremony.
Areas of competition/challenges: Beauty with a purpose, top model (designer dress
defile) Talent, Influencer Challenge, Sports Challenge, Head to Head Challenge (one on
one debate) and Entrepreneur Challenge (ad space sales race)

Competition Fast Tracks
Miss World America “fast tracks” will be held during the week of the national final. The winners
in every category will be guaranteed a spot in finalists top 20 and will receive official Miss World
America 2019 and Miss Teen World America 2019 fast track trophies (or sashies). While not all
fast tracks are required (required are marked with an asterisk), we encourage all state finalists
to participate in all of them to increase their chances of winning. All fast tracks apply to both
Miss World America and Miss Teen World America.

Fast Track 1: Beauty with a purpose
Charity Project Competition
Required for all Miss World America contestants, optional for Miss Teen World Contestants. All
state winners will be required to submit their Beauty with a Purpose project package, including:
● A description of their project and achievements in a text form
● A video including a 1 minute statement from the contestant work that they have achieved
● Photos of the work they have achieved
All submissions will be reviewed by the judges prior to the final event and select 3 most well
rounded and elaborated projects to be presented during the MWA 2019 final and advance to the
top 25. During the final, the videos will be played on stage, and the judges will announce one
winner who will receive “Miss World America 2019-Beauty with a Purpose”-Award

Fast Track 2: Top Model Competition
Runway Competition and Designer Dress Showcase
Required for all contestants
All State finalists will participate in a runway show during the preliminary state of the contest,
wearing evening gowns. Contestants will be judged by the ability to carry themselves on stage,
pose, and feel confident in front of the camera. One winner will be announced during the final,
will receive “Miss World America 2019-Top Model” award and advance to the top 20.

Fast Track 3: Influencer Challenge
Social Media Race
Required for all contestants
From the day when they arrive at the host city and up until the beginning of the final event, all
state winners will be required to post in social media and interact with their fans, using specific
hashtags, check-in’s etc (the list of requirements will be provided). One winner with the most

social media traction will be announced during the final, will receive “Miss World America
2019-Influencer” Award and advance to the top 20

Fast Track 4: Leader Competition
Or head to head challenge
Required for all contestants
All State Winners shall be split in 10 groups of 5 via drawing. Five girls in each group shall be
asked one question and three judges will cast their vote for one semi-finalist from each group.
The 10 semi finalists will then be split in 5 groups of 2 for the second round. In the third round, 5
finalists are judges head to head again, three top judges picks advance to top 20 and one will
win “Miss World America 2019-Leader” and receive the award during the final event.

Fast Track 5: Sports Challenge
Sports and fitness Competition
Optional for all contestants
During the preliminary stage of the competition, the contestants will be participating in a sports
competition. One winner will be announced right after the competition receive a “Miss World
America 2019-Sports” award during the final event, and advance to the top 20.

Fast Track 6:Talent Competition
Talent Competition and showcase
Optional for contestants
Contestants willing to participate in this fast track will need to submit one performance video or
self tape for pre-judging. Based on the submitted videos, the judges will select 5 contestants
that will participate in the talent competition during the preliminary stage of the competition.
Acceptable formats: singing, dancing, playing an instrument (no speciality acts, acting, poetry,
painting, or monologues). One winner will be announced during the final, receive “Miss World
America 2019-Talent” award and advance to the top 20. The winner will also perform their
winning number during the final event.

Fast Track 7:Entrepreneur Challenge
Ad space sales competition
Starting from the date of the State Winner announcement, the State Winner and the State
Director may start a ad space selling campaign for our official Miss World America and Miss
Teen World America Program Book. The contestants and the state directors will be
accumulating points based on the number and type of ad space sold. States with the most
numbers of points shall receive bonuses, and one state with the biggest number of points shall
receive “Miss World America 209-Entrepreneur” Award and the state finalist will advance to the
top 20.

